My FIRST Speaking Engagement in TWO Years!

In November of 2007, I was having serious health issues that were diagnosed by one doctor (complete with x-ray) as pneumonia. God had another doctor review (by chance?) that same x-ray and immediately call me back into the HMO I use. I was quickly transported to the hospital in an ambulance and slapped into ICU with congestive heart failure.

While God was getting ready to heal me over the next two years, I did not travel and speak once. I thought perhaps that season of my life was over. At 68, I felt this was not an unreasonable conclusion.

But it appears it was. I have just agreed to do a full-day seminar on the newest revelation of the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message on October 30, 2010, at the Holiday Inn near the Ontario Airport in Southern California. I would appreciate your prayers for strength and encouragement to complete this commitment. More information will follow and be posted on my website www.libertysavard.com.

What Kind of an End-Times Messenger Will You Be?

It is time to seriously cooperate with God for the renewing of your mind, surrendering of your will, and the healing of your emotions so you can be about your Father’s work bearing fruit for the Kingdom in the days ahead!

Following Daniel’s confessing the sins of Israel and asking God for mercy and forgiveness for his people (after the great vision he had been given), the angel Gabriel came to him saying, “O Daniel, I am now come forth to give you skill and wisdom and understanding” (Daniel 9:22, Amplified).

Chapters 10 and 11 of Daniel tell of the amazing and terrifying things that will happen in the end times which are already upon us. Daniel’s writing are the Old Testament bridge to John in the New Testament Book of Revelation. The angel spoke of a marvelous thing in Daniel 12:3 (Amplified) about the end times, “Men and women who have lived wisely and well will shine brilliantly, like the cloudless, star-strewn night skies. And those who put others on the right path to life will glow like stars forever.”

In Daniel 12:4, (The Message), the angel Gabriel said this, “This is a confidential report, Daniel, for your eyes and ears only. Keep it secret. Put the book under lock and key until the end. In the interim there is going to be a lot of frantic running around, trying to figure out what’s going on.”

Those who surrender their souls (minds, wills, emotions) to God to cooperate fully with His Kingdom work as His end-times messengers will be full of understanding and ready to reach out and help others to be likewise. Leading up to these last days, there will be a lot of frantic, anxious searching as many try to understand what is happening. But those who have lived wisely according to God’s Word will be ready.

I keep hearing the words in my spirit that we must urge each other as well as those in the world that it is vital that we get our issues with each other and with God settled. We need to
get our beliefs right about God so we can absolutely trust Him for our lives and the lives of our loved ones. Ask most Christians in the Church today if they trust God and they will tell you of course they do. However, if their trust and faith in God has not been walked out at the level necessary to hold steady in the days ahead, they may be in for a rough ride.

This kind of trust is not suddenly built by vowing to read the Bible twice as much, pray three times as much, and go to every church service available. That might get you closer to God and have more spiritual understanding, but it will not miraculously give you a full box of rock solid trust by the end of the month. Trust comes from you learning to walk out His Word and His promises in the face of whatever arises. That can require some time and effort. Once the full force of the end times arrives, there will be little time and space for getting on track with trusting God in the midst of what is happening. We must all get on that track now!

God’s judgment and anger has already begun to pour into different nations and various groups of people. But there is a blessed hope for His people wherever they are around the world. One of my favorite fathers of the faith has said:

(Proverbs 1:33, “Whoso hearkeneth unto me shall dwell safely, and shall be quiet from fear of evil.”) Come what may, God’s people are safe. Let convulsions shake the solid earth, let the skies themselves be rent in twain, yet amid the wreck of worlds the believer shall be as secure as in the calmest hour of rest. If God cannot save His people under heaven, He will save them in heaven. If the world becomes too hot to hold them, then heaven shall be the place of their reception and their safety. Be ye then confident, when ye hear of wars, and rumors of wars. Let no agitation distress you, but be quiet from fear of evil. WHATSOEVER COMETH UPON THE EARTH, YEA, BENEATH THE BROAD WINGS OF JEHovah, SHALL BE SECURE. Stay yourself upon His promise; rest in His faithfulness, and bid defiance to the blackest future, for there is nothing in it direful for you. Your sole concern should be to show forth to the world the blessedness of hearkening to the voice of wisdom.”

The year 2010 has brought the most intense and frequent earthquake activity the world may have ever experienced. Polar ice caps are melting, volcanoes are erupting, and the devastating manmade environmental disaster has caused crude oil to foul the Gulf of Mexico and much of the southern coast of the US.

During these disastrous times that mankind and scientists have been nearly helpless to fix or even control, one group of men accomplished something remarkably dangerous. They reproduced a living cell from a computer using knowledge gleaned from the mapping of the DNA structure. Man is now in rivalry with the Life Giver himself to create life.

Man has managed to create life without a spirit or a soul!

God threw Lucifer out of His life-giving presence when he tried to challenge Him; Adam and Eve ate from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil (after being told not to) and were separated from the presence of God; all mankind (except for Noah and his family) were separated from life and destroyed by a huge flood when they had completely thrown away God’s commands and guidance; and when evil reached its highest point in Sodom and Gomorrah, God sent a disaster and wiped them off the face of the earth. In response to the self-motivated, soulish agendas of these people, God did something each time that man had never seen before or since that time. If man now truly has created life that has no spirit and no soul by going somewhere man was never meant to go, what might God do next?

Many have written and asked if God has already established His plans as written in the Bible, why pray about the end times? While God’s Word will definitely be accomplished just as He said, pray for those who do not yet know Him. Pray for the understanding of His people about the hard and harder times that will be unfolding around them. Pray for the children, women, and men who will be need someone to help them understand. Pray for the end-times messengers. Pray for forgiveness and repentance of the people of your nation as Daniel did.

Immediate Question to Consider: What Should YOU Do for Yourself Right Now?

Do not worry about trying to play catch-up because of what you have not obeyed in the past. Repent and prepare to obey. Do not worry about what you might have to do in the future to make up for it. Relax and prepare to cooperate. Peterson’s The Message gives us a great understanding of Matthew 6:34, “Give your entire attention to what God is doing right now, and don’t get worked up about what may or may not happen tomorrow. God will help you deal with whatever hard things come up when the time comes.”

Begin your journey of trust and obedience with God right now, right where you are. There are Keys in the Bible to help you begin to move into a genuine and trusting surrender to God. Simplifying your life is the first step to consider:

“I do want to point out, friends, that time is of the essence. There is no time to waste, so don’t complicate your lives unnecessarily. Keep it simple—in marriage, grief, joy, whatever. Even in ordinary things—your daily routines of shopping, and so on. Deal as sparingly as possible with the things the world thrusts on you. This world as you see it is on its way out” (First Corinthians 7:29-33, The Message).

Step two—seriously relate to the times and the season coming upon us. We can no longer duck our heads down in
our comfort zones to avoid trouble—we’re walking through troubled times right now. Our families are in trouble right now, our land is in trouble right now, and many are stepping on others while frantically looking for ways out.

Step three is to strip out (loose) wrong beliefs, wrong ideas, and the effects and influences of wrong agreements that your soul is still clinging to. This creates room for God to pour His love, grace, mercy, and wisdom into your mind, will, and emotions to begin positioning you in end-times Kingdom work. He wants to focus you and keep you from being drawn into seemingly good areas that will divert you from using your unique gifting and calling as you are meant to.

This is not something you have to figure out intellectually. It is a process that is put into motion when you choose to steady yourself in Him and begin loosing and rejecting all self-motivation, self-agendas, wrong ideas, the effects and influences of wrong agreements, and old mind sets about what you think will work best for you. You do not have to search out these worst soulful things, name them, or have them cast out of you. Just begin this good work by praying the prayer below. God will show you how to take the next step if you can sincerely commit to these words:

\[I \text{ bind my will and mind and emotions to you, Lord. I } \text{loose, smash, crush, and destroy all self-motives, self-agendas, and wrong ideas my soul has been clinging to. I want to move onto your fast track, Lord; I want to be one of your end-times messengers. Amen} \]

When I finally decided to get really serious with God, I began to comb through what I thought were the deepest of the deepest spiritual books to discover what my destiny should be. I made lists of what a good Christian should do, and I set up schedules of intense Bible reading. I went to home meetings, and I got up and prayed in the night. I mentally gave myself spiritual Brownie points for joining the church choir, for listening to recommended preaching tapes, and for how many elderly people I offered to take to church, etc.

I tried so hard, on my own, to get into alignment with God’s plans for my life. This was all valid effort that I am sure helped me grow in some manner, but I nearly went into soulish burnout being busy, busy, busy doing what I thought I should be doing. I got so busy doing, I had little time left over for being with Him. But I didn’t need to get a PhD in theology or become the busiest Christian in the church to figure out His will and His plans; I just needed to get my soulish ways out of His divine ways. What a concept!

The human soul that tries to work its own one-year or five-year plan for success remains offline from God’s power and His plans. Only when it surrenders to God can it begin to come online with His power and His plans. Your soul is not meant to be the CEO of your life, regardless of what it thinks! God has always meant it to be a magnificent end-times translator of His love, mercy, wisdom, grace, and power to those who are lost and dying. This begins to happen when the world sees you acting like a true believer. Hurting, needy people desperately need to see your relationship with Christ in action; they need to see proof that it is real! They need to see you joyfully immersing yourself in your relationship with God, fellowshipping with your brothers and sisters in the Lord, loving your family, and rejoicing at being in alignment with His good plans.

### Beyond Shattered Strongholds

**Excerpts from Chapter 9**

**God’s Unique Perspective for Your Life**

The hard times you’ve experienced and the healings and answers that God has brought you give you a unique perspective for offering hope to others that He wants to do the same for them. The heat you have experienced in your life can actually make you more fruitful. Olive trees always grow their biggest and best fruit during long, hot summers. God knows what He is doing, and He is always working all things together for the good of everyone He has called. We don’t always see the answers we expected because our answers are only a small part of the pieces in a much larger picture. Our lives always affect other peoples’ lives, just as their lives affect ours. When you seek God to the best of your ability, His goodness, power, and love works in you, upon you, and through you out to others in the world.

**Being Fruitful**

In Galatians, Paul wrote this list to highlight the spiritual and emotional fruit the body of Christ have: **Love—Joy—Peace—Patience—Kindness—Goodness—Faithfulness—Gentleness—Self-control.** These fruit of the Spirit consist of both something you are and something you do for others.

**LOVE** is an easy fruit to document in the Bible (Galatians 5:22-23, *The Message*):

> "Love never gives up. Love cares more for others than for..."
**JOY** is a fruit that sweetens everyone’s life with deep feelings of contentment and happiness. Even when things get difficult, joy will flow out of an assurance that God is in control and He is good. Joy in your heart is precious, but shared joy magnifies the sweetness of whatever you are feeling. Joy is always sure that God has only just begun! Let your joy cause others to describe you as the joyful one. Jesus said in John 15:10-11 (KJV):

“If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love; even as I have kept my Father’s commandments, and abide in his love. These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy might remain in you, and that your joy might be full."

John said this about his joy in 3rd John 1:4 (KJV):

“I have no greater joy than to hear that my children walk in truth.”

Many of the New Testament’s epistle writers referred to their joy as coming from seeing growth and joy in others. How many other lives have you invested into with the joy of the Good News Gospel? Joy is a most contagious fruit!

**PEACE** is a fruit that always brings comfort, yet it can be elusive. This is a fruit that you cannot force, but it is a fruit that will quickly descend upon the soul that has been stripped and freed of fearful thoughts, worry, and anxiety. Peace is a fruit that will not co-exist with strife and contention, nor will it push its way past negative thinking. Peace is like the deer who picks her way daintily into the meadow when she feels there is no danger. Psalms 119:165 (NKJV):

“Great peace have those who love Your law, And nothing causes them to stumble."

Isaiah 26:3 (Amplified) tells us this about God:

“You will guard him and keep him in perfect and constant peace whose mind [both its inclination and its character] is stayed on You, because he commits himself to You, leans on You, and hopes confidently in You.”

Jesus said in John 14:27 (Amplified):

“Peace I leave with you; My [own] peace I now give and bequeath to you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Do not let your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid. [Stop allowing yourselves to be agitated and disturbed; and do not permit yourselves to be fearful and intimidated and cowardly and unsettled]”

Fear, which often travels with its first cousin, Anxiety, always tried to steal your peace. Yet over and over Jesus asked: “Why are you afraid?” “Why did you doubt?” Over and over He said: “Do not worry!” “Do not let your hearts be troubled!” “Do not be afraid!” Help peace find room to bloom in your own soul and character by loosing fearful, doubting, and worried thoughts from your soul. The Greek word most often translated as peace can mean a joining of what has previously been separated or disturbed. It is frequently used to signify setting at one, quietness, and rest. Peace is another contagious fruit that others will catch from you. Be a carrier of peace to other peoples’ troubled souls!

**PATIENCE** is a fruit that usually blooms over a period of time. Patience is also known as longsuffering, which is like patience multiplied by 10. This fruit also means being doggedly persistent even though the going gets tougher and tougher. It is the fruit that is usually needed most when the Christian feels least like embracing it. Barclay says:

**Patience is the grace of the person who could revenge a wrong, but does not.**

The fruit of patience is also a redeeming social virtue that can help us think and act reasonably toward others during times of testings and trials. This particular fruit does not always mean you have to passively sit and wait. It can be a strong, vibrant kind of waiting, a being on alert to hear God’s next direction. God’s patience allows Him to work with people until they finally get it. If God struck out at people just as short-fused humans frequently do, no one would be alive today!

**KINDNESS** is a sweet fruit of the Spirit meaning (original Greek) moral goodness with integrity. The spiritual fruit of kindness never has an ulterior motive or a hidden agenda because it always seeks to benefit others. Those who seem to work the hardest at bugging us may never seem to notice that we are exhibiting kind and patient love towards them, but on some level they will. Luke 6:35 (NAS) says you should:

“Love your enemies, and do good, and lend, expecting nothing in return: and your reward will be great, and you will be sons of the Most High; for He Himself is kind to ungrateful and evil (men).”

Isn’t it strange that truly selfless kindness is such a rare quality these days that when someone is very kind, their act
of kindness has a good chance of not only getting in the paper, they might even make News at 11:00! A simple word of encouragement doesn’t take much time or energy. A friendly shoulder or a genuine listening ear might take a little more time, but can mean a great deal to another person. Jesus put this fruit in you through His Spirit, and He is always hoping you will put it out on display to show His love.

Kindness also means sweetness of temper which puts others at ease when they are with you. “The greatest thing a man can do for a Heavenly Father,” said Henry Drummond, “is to be kind to some of His other children.” Frederick William Faber commented, “Kindness has converted more sinners than zeal, eloquence, or learning.” Kindness will make a deep influence on our generation.

GOODNESS is a good fruit! Many references in the Bible of goodness speak of the goodness, kindness, gentleness, and patience of God towards us. Goodness as used in the Book of Galatians means “virtue equipped at every point.”

Acts of the fruit of goodness always reflect a desire to be sure that others are well and happy, a desire that should never be based upon whether or not they deserve it. Ask God to give you a sensitivity to opportunities to show God’s goodness to others so they might know that God is for them and not against them.

FAITHFULNESS is the attribute of one in whom faith can be placed. William Barclay writes that faithfulness shows “the characteristic of a man who is reliable.” To be faithful means that you take your commitments and promises very seriously. Are you the type of person that someone would speak of like this? “Don’t worry, he’ll be here. He always keeps his word.” Faithfulness always follows through. First Thessalonians 5:23-24 (Amplified) tells us that He who is faithful to us can be wholly relied upon. His faithfulness makes it both safe for us and imperative of us that we be faithful in all that we set ourselves to do.

GENTLENESS is a very dear, tender gift of the Spirit. It is the root of how a Christian should act toward others. This fruit of the Spirit can remove distrust from others, making them feel cared for. The fruit of gentleness isn’t about being wishy-washy or wimpy. There are gentle ways to be bold, to stand for what is right, and to motivate others to want what’s right. The world often chooses to dominate rather than motivate. In God’s Word, Proverbs 25:15 (The Message), we read that God (as usual) suggests a very different way to motivate others:

“Patient persistence pierces through indifference; gentle speech breaks down rigid defenses.”

Another Greek meaning for gentleness describes it as an attitude of clemency filled with compassion, forgiveness, forbearance, lenience, and mercy. Second Timothy 2:24-26 (NAS) records Paul as saying this:

“The Lord’s bond-servant must not be quarrelsome, but be kind to all, able to teach, patient when wronged, with gentleness correcting those who are in opposition, if perhaps God may grant them repentance leading to the knowledge of the truth, and they may come to their senses (and escape) from the snare of the devil, having been held captive by him to do his will.”

SELF-CONTROL/TEMPERANCE is the fruit of the Spirit that holds everything in balance, keeping our humanness in check. Self-control actually means to be able to control one’s self (the soul). Second Peter 1:5-8 (KJV) tells us this:

“Giving all diligence, add to your faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge; and to knowledge temperance; and to temperance patience; and to patience godliness; and to godliness brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness charity. For if these things be in you, and abound, they make you that ye shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.”

Temperance is translated here from the Greek word that means the virtue of one who masters his own sensual desires, human passions, and sensual appetites. This virtuous person can be bold rather than being tentative, confident rather than being nervous, grateful and sure rather than being uncertain, and rejoice rather than being timid or fearful. These character attributes speak of who you are, not just what you do.

The unsurrendered mind is the part of the soul that can spew forth unspiritual words when it feels out of control. These words come from wrong thoughts that you have never challenged. Bind your mind to the mind of Christ and loose all wrong patterns of thinking from yourself.

Too many people think if they just begin acting more appropriately, right thoughts will automatically appear in their minds. Not so. Outward changes with no attempt to change the inward thoughts behind them are almost always short-lived; just consider quitting smoking, drinking, or going on a diet. Unchallenged wrong patterns of thinking always pull everything back into the same position where they started. You challenge them by stripping wrong mind sets and attitudes from your soul with the loosing prayers. Jesus told His disciples in Matthew 15:18-20 (KJV) that:

“Those things which proceed out of the mouth come forth from the heart; and they defile the man. For out of the heart (unsurrendered soul) proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies: These are the things which defile a man.”
The Bible tells us in Matthew 12:34 that out of the content of your heart your mouth will speak. The binding and loosing prayers help you to start housecleaning in your heart (your soul). Do this, and your mind and your mouth will follow. Exhibit Christ-like character, do God’s good works, be a faithful witness of our Lord, and be a giver just like the greatest Giver who ever existed (John 3:16-17 (KJV):

“God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be saved.”

He is waiting for the world to turn to repentance, just as He is waiting for His children to mature in the growth process required to become fruitful fruit bearers. Jesse Penn-Lewis makes an interesting statement in her book, War on The Saints: (stating that too many Christians) are “surrendered in will, but not surrendered in fact, in the sense of being ready to carry out obedience to the Holy Ghost at all costs.” Being surrendered to God in fact means that you are ready to move out and act upon whatever He sets before you whether it coincides with your plans or not.

The Keys of the Kingdom prayer principles make it possible for you to do this in accord with God’s divine direction, empowerment, and blessing. Full surrender to God’s will does not mean that you will never use your own will again—the surrendered believer needs to continue choosing to act upon the choices he or she makes. With every prayer you pray and every confession of your faith that you make, there is usually a corresponding action you must take that involves the strength of your will.

As you choose to act upon your commitments to God and your confessions of faith, you may go through periods of time that do not always make sense. This waiting period seems to go by faster when you are binding your will to God’s timing. Romans 8:24-28 (The Message) tells us this:

“Waiting does not diminish us, any more than waiting diminishes a pregnant mother. We are enlarged in the waiting. We, of course, don’t see what is enlarging us. But the longer we wait, the larger we become, and the more joyful our expectancy. Meanwhile, the moment we get tired in the waiting, God’s Spirit is right alongside helping us along. If we don’t know how or what to pray, it doesn’t matter. He does our praying in and for us, making prayer out of our wordless sighs, our aching groans. He knows us far better than we know ourselves, knows our pregnant condition, and keeps us present before God. That’s why we can be so sure that every detail in our lives of love for God is worked into something good.”

Jesus wants us to get ready to go into the recycling business with Him! He recycles the down and out, the broken, and the rebel. Everyone in the body of Christ needs to regularly declare, “This is not about me, anymore. It’s about them.”

The Keys are a Powerful Enhancement to Your Role as a Successful End-Times Messenger

I look at what I thought I wanted out of life nearly forty years ago, and what God brought into my life instead after I put a chokehold on my soul and surrendered to Him. These Keys are vital to your role as a valuable end-time messenger in these last days. You are not going to be able to go about His business successfully if your are having to spend a lot of time calming down your soul, reacting to people who keep stepping on your hot spots, and doubting that God will provide for you even if your home was just foreclosed upon.

Some Christians will be quite excited to see you start moving into God’s kingdom work with more assurance and excitement. Other Christians may be skeptical or even a bit jealous as they see open doors and favor come upon you. Some Christians may be worried that you are expecting too much and you should just calm down and pray a few more years. Rejoice with the ones who want to rejoice with you. Pray with the ones who are worried that you are too excited. Pray for, but watch carefully, the ones who begin to give you prophecies and advice that seem to come out of left field.

The ultimate test of a prophetic word is whether or not it comes to pass. There is, however, a more immediate minor test of a prophetic word. If you have been very careful about sharing with others what you think you’ve heard from God (always a wise thing to do when you are moving into new areas of obedience to Him) and you receive a prophetic word that confirms what you believe He is showing you, you have a surer confirmation that it probably was God.

Be very cautious if anyone urges you to hurry up, or to move quickly before someone else gets your opportunity. Any supposedly sure thing they press you to act upon quickly will rarely be from God. All sure things from God will never be withdrawn from you because you want more time to make sure you have heard from Him. He will honor your desire to hear His voice correctly.

God probably won’t ask you to hold huge meetings or start a new television program or lay hands on every hospital in a radius of 100 miles. These are all good things to do, but God is more interested in seeking the hearts that hearken to Psalm 51:16-17:

“Going through the motions doesn’t please you, a flawless performance is nothing to you. I learned God-worship when my pride was shattered. Heart-shattered
(soul-surrendered) lives ready for love don’t for a moment escape God’s notice” (The Message).

If you are not focused upon and panting for the Kingdom of God like the deer panting for the water in Psalm 42:1, NKJV, “As the deer pants for the water brooks, so pants my soul for You, O God,” your batteries need charging. Get ready to either receive some serious spiritual volts and jolts or you may find yourself dropping back into the middle of the group who are ready to hide out if they have to.

God is willing to do all the heavy lifting if you will just prepare yourself to receive from Him. Empty the pride and the soulish desires and the doubts and the fears buried within your heart. Here is a mini prayer to help you do this:

**Lord, I bind myself body, soul, and spirit to you. I want to be one of your end-times messengers. I want to labor in the fields of the final harvest. I loose, smash, crush, and destroy all wrong thoughts that want to come into my consciousness. I want what you want, and I’m ready. Amen**

**NEW BINDING AND LOOSEING MINI PRAYERS**

I have often thought how crushing it must be for believers, spiritual leaders, and God’s end-time messengers who are being hammered with old feelings of failure or doubt floating up into their consciousness. They may be completely overwhelmed from trying to fight off the discouragement that their unsurrendered souls and the enemy keeps throwing over them. Human will power can only go so far in such a battle.

I concluded that mini binding and loosing prayers would be very valuable to attack those negative floating feelings immediately, without any delay. You might not want to crawl out of bed to go find my **Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual** when you’re being bombarded. But you can remember to bind your mind to the mind of Christ and loose wrong patterns of thinking and then thank Jesus for giving you the Keys of the Kingdom to do so. Here is a mini binding and loosing prayer for you to hit discouragement with head on. Don’t say you’ll deal with it later; hit it on the spot!

**I bind myself to you, Lord, and I bind my mind to your mind, Jesus! I loose, smash, crush, and destroy all thoughts of discouragement from my soul. Amen.**

If you are having problems with someone at work, here is a mini binding and loosing prayers to pray on the spot. Stick your head inside your purse, under your desk, in your briefcase, or in a file drawer and pray these words out loud:

**Lord, I bind myself and everyone here to your will and purposes. I loose all wrong thoughts that want to come up in my soul right now. Help me to show Jesus to these people. Amen**

If you are feeling anxious and worried because there is no money for the rent, pray these words:

**I bind myself to your will, Father, and I bind my emotions to the healing comfort and balance of the Holy Spirit. I need your help, Jesus, and I loose all worry and concern from myself. I believe you are working things out. Amen**

If you feel you just need to pray with more focus and intent about the issues you are facing, then get your **Prayer Manual** and spend more time praying and talking to God. The above prayers are examples of on-the-spot, emergency-oriented mini prayers to pray.

**New Phase 6**

**LSM 2010 International Intercessors**

**Beginning August 1st**

We currently have nearly 70 faithful Intercessors from around the world who pray with the same focus of agreement every Monday through Friday as near to 10:00 am Pacific Standard Time as they can. Many of these faithful Intercessors have been praying with us every week since April 6, 2009. We believe that our prayers of agreement with each other and with the will of God have been impacting happenings around the world. The book of Jeremiah tells us that praying for the peace of our city brings peace to us as well. As we have prayed, we have seen changes in our nations, our governments, our cities, and in our families.

One dear Intercessor, Zoya (a woman pastor in the Ukraine), is working with me to translate *Shattering Your Strongholds* into Russian which will be posted on [www.libertysavard.com](http://www.libertysavard.com) as a free download for Russian-speaking Christians. Please pray for Pastor Zoya’s strength and health as she continues with the project. She has met with much opposition.

You can become a part of this Prayer Outreach around the world by registering or re-registering on the above noted website for **Phase 6 of the LSM 2010 International Intercessors**. We believe we are laboring in the field for the final harvest of souls. Here are a few recent reports from the current Intercessors:

I really sense that we are impacting things happenings around the world because of praying in agreement with each. It is so exciting to be praying in agreement with other Intercessors all over the world. Marian

Thank you so much for the opportunity to be a part of Intercessors International 2010. Our participating in it has changed our prayer life completely here in Avdeyevka. I am
so grateful to the Lord and to all the Intercessors who have prayed for my youngest nephew Alexander’s job. Praise the Lord, he has got a job and now works for a large firm where he says there are great opportunities for his professional growth. Thank you so, so, so much, Zoya.

Praise God for this prayer outreach. The Lord brought to my attention something that happened many years ago that I had not confessed to Him and asked forgiveness for, but had somehow managed to “make it” someone else’s mistake. Praise God I had time with Him and settled it. E.

I am thankful for all of you these past 8 months while the Lord has pulled me to Himself and delivered me from some situations I should have not been in—I have sent a new email to be part of Phase 6.

Thank you for allowing me to be a part of this worldwide Intercessory prayer movement! I cannot wait for your new book. E.J.

Thanks so much, Liberty. Keeping you (and your wee cat, Gracie) in prayer. So much happening so quickly!! Watching and waiting in Christ. Bridgette in Perth Western Australia

I am so proud to be an Intercessor and to partner with you, and so glad the Lord led me to your books to help me understand what His word says and how to pray effectively. I have been so blessed by this ministry. Michelle in VA

Praise the Lord for the Intercessors. Thank you so very much; may our faith move mountains. Joanne

Update on Gracie
My Five-Pound, Internationally-Known Kitty

Gracie, who spent the first six years or so (we think) of her life on my mother’s roof, was feral when I brought her home with me after my mother died in 2003. She has since become my internationally-known kitty companion. I honestly think she must be the only cat in the whole world with her own International Intercessors.

She is struggling with losing muscle tone in her legs caused by her overactive thyroid. We are trying to control the thyroid output with medication, but it is a balancing act as that medication is very hard on her tiny kidneys.

Little feral Gracie fell off the roof one day into my daughter-in-law’s arms. I told her that we had all been binding Gracie to God’s will and an angel had booted her off the roof so she could catch her. Gracie spent the first two months in my home under the bed in the guest bedroom. She now thinks she is the queen of everything. Thanks for your e-mails and prayers for her. There will be cats in heaven!

Liberty’s Summer Special #1 through August 31st
Buy TWO Binding and Loosing Prayer Manuals
Get a Third ONE Free – Liberty Pays the S&H

During the month of August, you can purchase two copies of Liberty’s newest book, The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual, and receive a third one FREE! Liberty pays the S&H (see details on www.libertysavard.com)

Liberty’s Summer Special #2 through August 31st
Buy TWO or more Teaching DVDS and
Get a Bonus ONE Free – Liberty Pays the S&H

During the month of August, you can purchase two or more of Liberty’s professionally filmed Teaching DVDs and receive a third one FREE! Liberty pays the S&H (see details on www.libertysavard.com)

Liberty’s Summer Special #3 through August 31st
Sign up for ONE Life Coaching Session and
Get ONE of Equal Value For FREE

During the month of August, you can sign up for 15, 30, or 45 minute Life Coaching session and receive a second FREE Life Coaching Session of equal time. These special sessions must be used during the month of August. Go to www.libertysavardlifecoaching.com for further details.

COMPLIMENTARY
15-Minute Life Coaching Sessions with Liberty
WILL RESUME IN SEPTEMBER!

Liberty Savard books are available at www.beyondtherubbleministries.com
You can also E-mail Robert and Chrystal Little at Life@beyondtherubbleministries.com

Liberty Working on Three New Books
Including One That Spiritually Addresses
Everyday Issues, Symptoms, and Emotional Triggers
We All Have to Deal With

I’ve been Life Coaching two clients with Adult ADD and have just acquired a third client who has also been diagnosed Adult ADD. Adult ADDers are sometimes considered difficult because they are often very intelligent, enthusiastic, intuitive, creative, sometimes messy, and easily bored by “business as usual.” They are often more interested in
pursuing their own outside-the-box creative ideas (which are actually quite innovative at times).

There are already dozens and dozens of Adult ADD books written by doctors and therapists with enough titles and degrees to embarrass all of the rest of us put together! I am researching and writing a book about God’s answers through His power and our prayers for these issues. There is a similarity between the adult trying to overcome one or two of these issues that every one of us faces and the Adult ADDer trying to overcome a much larger list of them all at once.

I’m believing everyone could benefit from special information, practical advice, Scripture, ways to recognize and confront symptom triggers with mini binding and loosing prayers (and also more detailed prayers if they want to cooperate with God on an even deeper level) symptom by symptom. Please pray that I can create this book in such a manner that it is a win-win book for all.

No More Broken Forms on Website!
The prayer request form and testimony forms that were not functioning on the www.libertysavard.com website have been reported to the provider and fixed.

Questions and Answers
Hi, Liberty: I believe God has revealed to me that I am not hearing His guidance properly because it is being filtered through preconceived ideas of what I think should be the answers. Nobody but the Holy Spirit could have convinced me I was doing this. Please help me pray for soul ties I have with anyone to be broken so I will make decisions based on what God wants and not on what others want or expect from me. Thanks for serving God and His kingdom, Toto.

Dear Toto: This is true wisdom you have gained. I’m very proud of you that you accepted this from the Holy Spirit. The binding and loosing prayers do help us to open up to things we will never see on our own. Our unsurrendered souls block His truth. You’re on the right track, for sure.

Testimonies
About 2 months ago I wrote and asked for prayer for my Mom with Alzheimer’s who had fallen, broken her hip, and needed surgery. Liberty, you were kind enough to write and said you would pray. She is now doing fantastic, surprising all of us. I am so grateful. Thank you, Jo

I am praying the prayers daily in Breaking the Power and I want to order Producing the Promise next. I thank God every day for you teaching us to pray accurate binding and loosing prayers. Binding demons in survival mode is exhausting! Thanks again! Love, Bridgitte in Australia

I think of myself as such a simple woman. I have not the greatest education yet the Lord has educated me. I am encouraged that you have soared in Christ and written these books. They have helped me to survive and grow on so many levels. Thank you, Bev, Canada

I wrote you months ago of my precious granddaughter not sleeping, screaming and running to her parents’ room in the middle of the night. Praise be to Jesus Christ, she has been sleeping uninterrupted sleep! I want to give God the glory for the victory and thank you for praying for my precious granddaughter. I know that God is blessed with the faithfulness of your teachings and prayers. Thank you so much for the trilogy - I have them all and share with others as well! God bless you, Eudora

Liberty, your Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual is absolutely powerful and helpful in so many opportunities of helpfulness in the healing of hurting people. Just in the last three days I have utilized three different sections to pray with people. Your wisdom and insights into issues troubling people are absolutely priceless. God has used you in a magnificent way. Allen Clark, Founder, Combat Faith Lay Ministry, www.combatfaith.com; Author, Wounded Soldier, Healing Warrior; www.woundedsoldierhealingwarrior.com

This book Breaking the Power has me covered up and down, inside and out. Before I read this book, I would often sit talking to God and telling Him how I was hurt, angry, bitter, and everything else. Then I began to read your book and it was exactly what I was feeling and more. I’ve always hated to pray and see no results, so I want to learn how to pray effectively this way. I no longer believe it has to take God years to answer our prayers. Thank you, God, for freedom and thank you, Liberty, for being real and putting everything on the table no matter the cost.
Who and What is LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?

Reverend Liberty S. Savard, President of Liberty Savard Ministries, Inc. (a non-profit corporation), was born again in 1972. She is an ordained minister with credentials from the Evangelical Church Alliance (P.O. Box 9, Bradley, Illinois 60915). Rev. Savard has served as a singles director, associate pastor, speaker, and Bible teacher. She is the author of Shattering Your Strongholds (1993 Bridge-Logos Pub.), Breaking the Power (1997 Bridge-Logos Pub.), Producing the Promise (1999 Bridge-Logos Pub.), and several mini-books and workbooks. With The Unsurrendered Soul (2002 Bridge-Logos Pub.), Apples of Gold in Baskets of Silver (2003 Bridge-Logos Pub.), and BEYOND Shattered Strongholds (Bridge-Logos Pub.) and The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual (LSS Publishing 2009) she now has 15 books in print around the world.

This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

This ministry teaches Christians how to cause their unsurrendered souls (old natures) to surrender to the will and purposes of God. LSM also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage from their souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! This ministry also teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. This ministry is also dedicated to training Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and soulish instruction manuals for God (so He will know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers with pure motives declare that God’s will shall be done on Earth as He has so set it in heaven.

LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES
P.O. BOX 41260
SACRAMENTO CA 95841

Liberty is speaking in Southern California in October
What Kind of an End-Times Messenger Will You Be?
Immediate Question to Consider: What Should YOU Do for Yourself Right Now?
BEYOND Shattered Strongholds – Excerpts from Chapter 9
Where Do Christians First Begin to Get Off Track With His Will and Purposes?
Explaining the Fruit of the Spirit in You
The Keys as a Powerful Enhancement to Your End-Times Messenger role
New Binding and Loosing Mini Prayers
THREE Exciting August Summer Specials!!!!
Update on Gracie – Internationally-Known Kitty
COMPLIMENTARY LIFE COACHING ON HAITUS UNTIL SEPTEMBER
Liberty’s Upcoming New Books
Questions and Answers
Testimonies